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Enhance Your Business in the Cloud: What is missing in your cloud solution?

GLOVIA OM gives you a complete work order process management. GLOVIA OM Work Orders is a complete solution for managing all work order-related information and activities – from creating work orders and managing your materials through completing your product and updating your costs.

GLOVIA OM Business Benefits

Work Orders give you the flexibility you need to manage virtually any work order requirement effectively – whether your project involves overhauling legacy systems into the cloud, finished products and subassemblies, or managing a technical support service, this highly adaptable architecture allows you to schedule dates for multiple production runs or to build various combinations of items and/or value-added components.

Create Work Orders

The flexibility of the work order in GLOVIA OM starts with the creation of the work order. You may create work orders independent of a sales order, or you may create work orders based on a demand from customers through a sales order. Either way, a work order can be created. Another way is to schedule work orders depending on inventory capacity. This allows the manufacturing warehouse to always adequately stock up a certain amount so that inventory never runs out.

Seamless Process

Whether you create work orders through a sales order or from planning, you have a seamless process with complete visibility of your products and inventory. By creating a work order, you have the ability to record all the products or services being manufactured and simultaneously print work order PDF for your work center.

Manufacturing Options

In addition to recording the products or services, operations and materials can be scheduled and reviewed against the actuals. Work orders can be recorded for completion or scrap, which automatically updates inventory quantities. Finally, closing out the work order impacts financial records, which can be passed and utilized by other applications.
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Extend the Salesforce Platform with Work Order Management

**Key Features**
- Create work orders for products or services
- Generate and print work order PDF documents
- Support multiple bill of materials
- Support multiple routing operations
- Track run time and setup time for labor and machine
- Schedule work orders to meet time restrictions
- Record the actual time for the work order
- Record outside processing costs
- Support the issue of materials to create the product
- Issue and track lot and serial numbers on materials and completed product
- Support for work order completion and inventory updates
- Support for work order scrap
- Support for financial closing and resulting financial implications

**Benefits**
- Efficiently manufacture goods
- Improve materials operations
- Improve manufacturing operations
- Manage and track materials in inventory
- Schedule work orders to meet deadlines
- Complete visibility of work order flow
- Support for work order completion
- Accurate processing rates
- Issue and track lot and serial numbers on materials and completed product
- Support for work order completion and inventory updates
- Support for work order scrap
- Support for financial closing and resulting financial implications

**Bill of Materials and Routings**
Bill of materials (BOM) and routing can be associated with each of your manufactured product. Each product can have multiple BOM’s and routings for the different processes and resources that you may have. Another neat feature of GLOVIA OM is the ability to copy your BOM’s and routings that is associated with the product into the work order. This in essence increases your manufacturing efficiency, reduces downtime and as a result increases your output.

**Work Order Issue**
Materials can be issued based on individualized components to manufacture the product. You will have complete inventory visibility of these components. One nice feature of GLOVIA OM is the ability to issue materials against the BOM’s required to manufacture the product. This will allow quick access to the manufacturing floor for processing multiple work orders.

**Work Order Time**
Accurate manufacturing costs can be obtained by using GLOVIA OM. Actual time and outside processing costs can be recorded for the work completed. In addition, work orders can be scheduled during business hours to be completed by a certain date and time. This will allow your manufacturing warehouse to always stay on top of all your customers orders.

**Work Order Completion and Scrap**
Once your product is complete, you can record your completed cost or you can let GLOVIA OM automatically calculate your cost for you based on your manufacturing rates. In addition to recording the cost, GLOVIA OM will also automatically update your inventory based on your completed quantity. If you happen to have any scrap, scrap can be recorded and that will not affect your inventory.

**Work Order Closing**
You have finished manufacturing your product and your inventory is now updated. GLOVIA OM provides the capability to update your work order to a closed status. Once the status is changed, the work order cannot be edited and is ready to be recorded in your books. GLOVIA OM goes one step further by preparing your financial records that will then be ready for posting. The flexibility of GLOVIA OM allows the financial records to be passed onto other apps for more elaborate financial posting.